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In a new feature, each 
newsletter will feature 
workers’ compensation 
practice chair, Rich 
Lenkov, interviewing a 
prominent member of the 
workers’ compensation 
community. 

This month, Rich was proud to spend a few minutes with The 
Cleveland Clinic Director of Workers’ Compensation, Todd 
Beresford.

Rich: Have you seen a rise in claims during the pandemic?

Todd: No, we actually had a pretty steep decline in claims 
from March through June. Unlike many other health care 
organizations, our executive leadership made the decision to 
continue to pay all caregivers diagnosed with COVID-19 full 
pay and benefits for any missed time from work regardless of 
where it was contracted. As a result, we have only had a couple 
of workers’ compensation claims filed for COVID-19. We have 
seen overall claims increase since June when our organization 
resumed elective procedures, but we are still trending below our 
normal average.  

Rich: What’s the most challenging aspect of the pandemic to 
your workers’ compensation program?

Todd: The most challenging aspect was that we switched TPAs 
at the beginning of the pandemic. Normally, we would have 
done a lot of in-person training with our new TPA partner, but it 
was not possible with the pandemic and everything has been 
done virtually. It was much more difficult to perform such a large 
conversion and learn a new claims system virtually.  

Rich: Are you concerned about employees trying to circumvent 
exclusive remedy and sue for civil damages?

Todd: No. As mentioned, our executive leadership team really 
went above and beyond to take care of all of our caregivers 
during this historic pandemic. In addition to 100% salary 
continuation, our organization has not laid off or furloughed 
a single caregiver, which again is very rare in our industry. We 
recently received results from our annual employee engagement, 
and the results were very high and at the high end of the 
healthcare industry. I think this demonstrates the appreciation our 
caregivers have for the way our organization has taken care of 
them during this pandemic. Accordingly, I also do not anticipate 
employees trying to skirt the exclusive remedy for these claims.

McAllister: Common Bodily 
Movements & a Change in 
Compensability 
 
By Michael Milstein
Income Member

In its first workers’ compensation decision 
since 2018, the Illinois Supreme Court 
reversed a longstanding precedent and 
has further relaxed the requirement for a 
compensable injury. McAllister v. The Illinois 
Workers’ Compensation Commission 
involves a sous-chef who was looking for 
a pan of carrots in a walk-in cooler. While 
on both knees, he checked the top, middle 

and bottom shelves. When he stood up, he injured his right 
knee. Petitioner was not holding anything, did not trip or strike 
his knee.

Prior to this ruling, the analysis determined which risk was 
involved: 1) employment-related, 2) personal or 3) neutral. 
Prior to McAllister, we would argue that the act of standing 
is a neutral risk and is only compensable if Petitioner’s risk 
was greater than the general public. The Supreme Court in 
McAllister rejected this analysis and essentially eliminated 
neutral risk.
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At arbitration, the case was found compensable because 
Petitioner’s actions were ones that Respondent “reasonably 
could have expected claimant to perform in order to fulfill 
his duties as sous-chef.” The Commission reversed, finding 
that the accident did not arise out of Petitioner’s employment 
because he “was subject to a neutral risk which had no 
particular employment or personal characteristics.” Petitioner 
was not exposed to a risk greater than the general public. The 
circuit court and Appellate Court affirmed.

The Supreme Court’s rationale for reversing the Commission 
and awarding benefits was twofold:

1. The court found that Petitioner’s injury was “caused 
by one of the risks distinctly associated with his 
employment as a sous-chef,” as they were acts his 
employer may reasonably expect him to perform. 
Therefore, this was an employment-related risk. 

2. The court also addressed injuries caused by common 
bodily movements. A separate concurrence of the 
Appellate Court held that job activities involving 
common bodily movements are only compensable 
under the neutral risk analysis (greater risk than the 
general public). The Supreme Court disagreed and 
held that injuries from common bodily movements 
or routine everyday activities are compensable 
only if their origins are in some risk connected with, 
or incidental, to the employment. Those types of 
accidents will no longer be subject to an increased risk 
analysis.

Taken together, any injury arising from a risk distinctly 
associated with employment, even those from common 
bodily movements, are employment-related risks and are 
compensable. The impact is that any basic movement- 
standing, sitting, reaching, bending, twisting etc… will be 
compensable as long as Petitioner is performing their normal 
job duties. 

What McAllister leaves unanswered is whether the neutral risk 
analysis exists. The court appears to infer that a neutral risk 
analysis is only applicable for those risks that are completely 
unrelated to Petitioner’s job (“stray bullets, dog bites, lunatic 
attacks, lightning strikes, bombing and hurricanes”). 

By Michael Milstein  
Income Member 

The Illinois legislature is not sitting so 
there are no new bills pending. During 
September, the IWCC will continue to 
operate under the Special Circumstance 
Procedures for both review and arbitration, 
but there will now be a special pro se 
arbitrator in Chicago every day of the week 
(previously only available on Wednesdays). 

Arbitrators have also been given additional flexibility 
regarding handling trials. A trial could previously only last 
90 minutes; if the trial exceeded that time, it would need to 
be bifurcated. Under the new procedures, arbitrators do not 
have to adhere to the 90 minute time limit. These changes 
are welcome news and illustrate how the IWCC is evolving 
and updating procedures as this new way of handling cases 
becomes more standardized. 

With regards to COVID-19, there have not been any trials. 
We continue to monitor COVID-19 activity and will send an 
update as soon as the first Decision is filed. 

NEW IWCC APPOINTMENTS*

Jeanne AuBuchon — Arbitrator AuBuchon is an attorney at 
AuBuchon Law LLC. She is a member of the American Bar 
Association, Illinois State Bar Association, St. Clair County 
Bar Association, East St. Louis Bar Association, National 
Association of Counsel for Children and Land of Lincoln Legal 
Assistance Foundation Pro Bono Bar. She earned her Juris 
Doctorate from St. Louis University School of Law. 

Gerald Napleton — Arbitrator Napleton is an associate at 
Ridge & Downes PC and handles workers’ compensation and 
personal injury matters on behalf of injured clients. He is a 
member of the Illinois State Bar Association, currently serving 
as Chair of the Workers Compensation Section. Napleton is 
also a member of the Illinois Bar Foundation, where he served 
as a Board Member in 2017 and Fellow since 2015. He earned 
his Juris Doctorate from DePaul University College of Law.  

*Pending confirmation by the Illinois Senate.

Illinois Legislative Update

Practice Tip:
Though McAllister represents an important clarification, it 
is not a drastic change. Accidents from common bodily 
movements without any other contributing factors are 
rare. These injuries are often associated with pre-existing 
conditions that may have deteriorated regardless of their 
employment. It is imperative to obtain complete medical 
records and schedule an IME to dispute causation for these 
injuries.

Join our 10/8/20 webinar for a discussion with the 
case's lead attorney, Elfenbaum Evers & Zielinska's 
Karolina Zielinska — The McAllister Supreme Court 
Decision & the Future of Denying Accidents in IL
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Compensability of Nurse’s 
Accident Takes a Left Turn   
 
By Chase Gruszka
Associate 
 

In Bleibel v. Northwest Community Hospital, 
28 ILWCLB 102 (Ill. W.C. Comm. 2020), 
Petitioner was injured in 2018 while working 
as a registered nurse at a hospital. The 
arbitrator and the Commission denied 
benefits, ultimately holding that even though 
Petitioner was injured while at work, she failed 
to prove  that she sustained the injuries out 
of and in the course of her employment. 

Petitioner testified at trial that while she was standing at 
the foot of a patient’s bed, she turned to her left, twisted her 
left ankle and fell onto her hands, injuring her left shoulder. 
Petitioner did not offer any evidence showing that her 
employment contributed to or caused her fall, or that it 
presented any increased risk of injury. 

The arbitrator found for Respondent, holding that there 
was no evidence to prove that Petitioner’s fall was due 
to an employment risk, such as tripping on a defect on 
Respondent’s premises or falling on uneven ground at a 
worksite. As Petitioner was not performing any work-related 
task that caused or contributed to her fall, Petitioner was 
not entitled to benefits under the Act. Upon review, the 
Commission affirmed and adopted the arbitrator’s decision. 

Inconsistent Medical Histories 
Bend Against Petitioner
By Mary Marcin
Associate

In Gonzales v. IWCC (2020 IL App (1st) 
191650WC-U), Petitioner alleged that he 
injured his left knee on 3/17/16 when he 
fell from a ramp. Petitioner told his boss 
about the incident six days later and first 
sought medical treatment on 3/29/16. The 
hospital notes indicated that he sustained 
an accident to both knees three weeks 
earlier.

Petitioner did not treat again until 6/14/16, when he reported 
a left knee work injury occurring in February 2016. His 6/27/16 
physical therapy intake form identified a 2/1/16 work injury. At 
trial, Petitioner denied that he told his physical therapist that 
his accident occurred on 2/1/16. When Petitioner later saw an 
orthopedic surgeon and underwent an IME, he reported a 
3/17/16 left knee injury. 

The Commission affirmed the arbitrator’s decision finding 
that Petitioner failed to prove that:  1) he sustained a work 
accident on 3/17/16 arising out of and in the course of 
his employment; 2) failed to provide timely notice to his 
employer of a 3/17/16 accident. The Commission concluded 
that Petitioner’s testimony was not credible due to numerous 
inconsistencies. The Circuit Court of Cook County affirmed 
the Commission and the First District Appellate Court 
affirmed the Circuit Court in a Rule 23 opinion, holding that 
the Commission’s findings were not against the manifest 
weight of the evidence.    

Practice Tip:
Bleibel reminds us that just because an injury occurs at 
work, does not necessarily mean that the injury is work-
related. During your initial investigation, it is critical to find 
out if Petitioner’s allegations are substantiated by facts. 
Employers should have an accident investigation and 
reporting protocol in place that has: 

1. Interviews and/or handwritten statements from 
Petitioner and other witnesses; 

2. Security or CCTV footage of the incident;
3. Other documentation that either confirms or 

contradicts Petitioner’s  allegations (e.g. medical 
histories, work logs, etc.) 

If red flags arise based on the evidence above, ramp up 
a coordinated investigation with our defense counsel to 
safeguard a cohesive defense strategy well in advance of 
trial. 

Practice Tip:
Thoroughly analyze medical reports to identify inconsistencies 
in reporting as to complaints of pain, symptoms, the 
mechanism of injury, the body parts involved and the date(s) 
of injury. Keeping a sharp eye for details can fortify your 
defense and undermine specious claims.
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Firm News 
 
Rich Lenkov Discusses IL, 
CA & NY COVID-19 Claims 
for Essential Workers for 
Claimsxchange
Capital  member Rich Lenkov presented “Comparing 
COVID-19 Workers’ Compensation Claims in NY, CA & IL” for 
ClaimsXchange on 9/23/20 with Rebar Kelly’s Cathleen Rebar 
and Manning & Kass, Ellrod, Ramirez, Trester LLP’s Jason Doshi. 
The trio discussed COVID-19 workers’ compensations claims 
and rebuttal presumptions for essential workers across 
Illinois, California and New York.

The panel addressed claims activity, rising costs and how to 
rebut the presumption proactively for each state. 

View the recording.

Kirsten Kaiser Kus Authors 
Article for CLM Magazine on 
Mitigating WFH Dangers
Income member Kirsten Kaiser Kus recently published an 
article for CLM Magazine with Continental Western Group’s 
Workers’ Recovery Unit Director, Claire Muselman and NARS’ 
Workers’ Compensation Unit Manager, Michelle Kirkland. 
Kirsten and her co-authors discuss work from home dangers 
and practical tips to minimize injuries and keep morale up 
during COVID-19. 

Read “Hazards At Home: Mitigating the Dangers of an At-
Home Workplace.”

Rich Lenkov Presents at 
WCIvirtual Conference
Capital member Rich Lenkov presented at this year’s 
Workers’ Compensation Institute’s WCIvirtual on 8/18/20. 
WCIvirtual is a free three-day workers’ compensation 
educational conference. 

Rich presented “A Multi-State Analysis of Common 
Compensability Issues Confronting Workers’ Compensation 
Claims Handlers” with WCDI and discuss trending issues 
affecting compensability.

Michael Milstein and Chase 
Gruszka Published in ISBA’s 
Building Knowledge
Income member Michael Milstein and associate Chase 
Gruszka co-authored an article for Illinois State Bar 
Association’s construction law newsletter, Building 
Knowledge. Michael and Chase detail HB2455 and provide 
practical strategies for employers to overcome the COVID-19 
rebuttable presumption.

Read “The Realities of the Workers’ Compensation COVID-19 
Rebuttable Presumption.” 
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Kirsten Kiaser Kus Named to 
Best Lawyers
Income member Kirsten Kaiser Kus was recently named to 
Best Lawyers in America. She was recognized by her peers for 
her high caliber of work in workers’ compensation and ranks 
among the top 5% of private practice attorneys nationwide. 

Brian Rosenblatt Captains 
GRAMMYs’ 7th Annual District 
Advocate Day
Income member and co-chair of the firm’s entertainment 
practice, Brian Rosenblatt, captained the Recording 
Academy’s seventh annual District Advocate day on 8/12/20. 

District Advocate Day provides for thousands of GRAMMY 
Members to engage in a series of meetings with elected 
congressional members to discuss pressing issues 
impacting the music industry. This year’s grassroots music 
advocacy movement also focused on COVID-19 relief and 
recovery assistance, as well as promoting the CARES Act, 
providing critical support for the music community impacted 
by the pandemic. 

Brian served as team captain for Illinois’s 10th Congressional 
District and led six GRAMMY Members in a virtual meeting 
with Rep. Brad Schneider. He was also later part of a 
contingency that met with Senator Durbin.

Learn more about Advocacy Day. 
 

BDL Is Growing!
Natalie Christian concentrates her practice 
in insurance and workers’ compensation 
defense. An experienced claims examiner, 
Natalie brings a unique perspective to the 
firm, previously working for two international 
insurance companies. 

In her spare time, Natalie enjoys reading, hiking, and live 
music—especially at Lincoln Hall. 

View more information about our  
Workers’ Compensation practice.
 
Our other practices Include: 

• Appellate Law
• Business Law
• Condominium Law
• Construction Law
• Entertainment Law
• General Liability
• Healthcare Law
• Insurance Law
• Intellectual Property
• Labor & Employment
• Products Liability
• Professional Liability
• Real Estate
• Transportation Law 

Upcoming Events 
 

• 10/16/20 - Tim Alberts will participate in “Multi-State 
Handling of Workers’ Compensation Claims Handlers” with 
Workers’ Compensation Defense Institute at Adjusting 
Louisiana Workers’ Compensation seminar. For more 
information or to register, click here. 

• 10/21/20 - Michael Milstein and Disparti Law Group’s 
Jill Wagner will face off in “Workers’ Compensation & 
COVID-19 Rebuttable Presumption” for Illinois State 
Bar Association’s Construction Law Section. For more 
information or to register, click here. 

• 10/28/20 – Join capital member Storrs Downey and 
associate Jessica Jackler as they review the most 
damaging mistakes employers should avoid in “Top 10 
Employer Mistakes.” For more information or to register, 
click here.
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Legal Face-Off
Legal Face-Off is a fast paced, high energy legal podcast 
dealing with the hottest issues of the day. Rich Lenkov and 
Christina Martini provide a point/counterpoint perspective 
on a variety of breaking legal news topics.

 “The first thing 
[Kim Foxx] needs 
to do is throw the 
book at violent  
criminals. The 
police are working 
overtime to catch 

the bad guys. The problem is 
that they’re catching the same 
bad guys over and over again, 
committing the exact same 
crime because there aren’t any 
consequences. We need an 
aggressive prosecutor, that’s the 
job.

 
- Brendan Reilly

42nd Ward Alderman

Recent Topics
• Hatch Act
• Trump vs. TikTok
• COVID-19 employment issues, risk waivers & mandatory 

masks
• George Floyd & the BLM movement
• SCOTUS decisions: asylum, DACA, LGBTQ, & abortion 

rights 

Recent Guests
• Judge Pat O’Brien
• Delaney Marsco
• Ald. Brian Hopkins
• Elie Honig
• Jill Wine-Banks
• Marc Ayers

Marsco on The Hatch Act, Alderman Reilly on looting and home-
sharing laws, Judge O’Brien on trying to unseat Kim Foxx

Honig on mail-in voting, Langvardt on Trump v. TikTok, Hill on NIU 
Law School, and much more

Watergate prosecutor Jill Wine-Banks on her new book, Foley on 
Trump’s election delay attempt, Finn on mask mandates and 
Blandin on ComEd class action lawsuit

Smith on Florida felons’ eligibility to vote, Ayers and Hopkins 
on Chicago’s puppy mill ordinance, Downey on COVID-19 
employment issues, and much more

Listen to the full episode here

Please Like Us on Facebook, Twitter and Subscribe on 
iTunes. Send us your questions and we will answer them 
on air — nothing is off-limits.

CONNECT WITH US
Want to be a guest on a future episode? Contact us. 
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BDL Webinars & 
Seminars

Cutting Edge Continuing 
Legal Education
If you would like us to come to you for a free seminar, 
Click here or email Rich Lenkov. 

Our attorneys regularly provide free seminars on a wide 
range of workers’ compensation topics. We speak to 
companies of all sizes and national organizations. Among the 
national conferences at which we’ve presented:

• Chicagoland Safety, Health and Environmental 
Conference

• Claims and Litigation Management Alliance Annual 
Conference 

• CLM Retail, Restaurant & Hospitality Committee Mini-
conference

• National Workers’ Compensation and Disability 
Conference® & Expo

• RIMS Annual Conference

• SEAK Annual National Workers’ Compensation and 
Occupational Medicine Conference

• Workers’ Compensation Defense Institute (WCDI)

• Workers’ Compensation Educational Conference

Recent Webinars
• IL Workers’ Compensation in the COVID-19 Era 

• How To Get A Zero

• Understanding the New Illinois Workers’ 
Compensation Law

• Workers’ Compensation Post COVID-19: Occupational 
Injuries & Telemedicine

• COVID-19’s Impact on Psychological Claims

• WC Spinal and Pain Management Issues

• Top 10 Myths About IL Workers’ Compensation

• New Case Law You Need To Know

• Indiana Forms: Taking A Claim From Start To Finish

• How Does The IWCC Work?

If you would like a copy of our other prior webinars, please
email us at mkt@bdlfirm.com.

©2020 Bryce Downey & Lenkov LLC. All rights reserved. The content of this document 
has been prepared by Bryce Downey & Lenkov LLC for informational purposes. 
The information is not intended to create, and receipt of it does not constitute, a 
lawyer-client relationship. You should not act upon the information contained in this 
document without seeking advice from a lawyer licensed in your own state. Please 
do not send or disclose to our firm confidential information or sensitive materials 
without our consent.

Watch our latest webinar: 
Illinois Workers’ Compensation in 

the COVID-19 Era 

Upcoming Free Webinars

The McAllister Supreme Court Decision & the 
Future of Denying Accidents in IL
10/8/20

Rich Lenkov and Karolina Zielinska

REGISTER NOW!
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